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Tort Reform in Louisiana 
 

Tort law is an orderly process of resolving disputes and discouraging objectionable behavior. It 
is a vehicle to provide relief to injured parties and a crucial part of our civil justice system. 
However, when misused, it has serious consequences not only to individuals, but society as a 
whole. 
 

Unfortunately, an overly aggressive tort system can have an undesirable effect.  Frivolous tort 
cases or those that result in excessive damages and rewards can have negative consequences on 
the economy. These excessive tort costs are destructive to American businesses and harmful to 
consumers, wiping out billions of dollars of economic activity on an annual basis. Tort reform is 
essential for creating a safer and more productive environment where economic activity can 
flourish. 
 

Through tort reform, states like Louisiana can reap the benefits of a more efficient judicial 
system while growing the economy. 
 

Were Louisiana to enact reforms examined in this report, the resulting savings to the residents 
and businesses of the state would be $2,096,012,000. 
 

This means that the residents are in effect paying a “Tort Tax” of $451 per person. 
 

If savings from reforming the tort system could be realized, they would flow through the state’s 
economy, supporting 22,550 additional jobs and $3.87 billion in increased economic activity. 
The state government, already cash strapped, would benefit from increased tax revenues to fill 
its coffers. 
 

Impact of Reducing Tort Costs in Louisiana 
 

 Direct Supplier & Induced Total 

Jobs 12,243 5,477 22,550 
Wages $627,610,160 278,886,307 $1,116,883,904 
Economic Output $2,210,215,326 943,192,367 $3,866,606,195 
    

Tax Revenues   $228,894,500 

 

Industries Are Harmed by the Lack of Tort Reform 
 
Industries across Louisiana are impacted by excessive tort costs.  The burdens associated with 
these costs lead to the decline of investments in businesses. And instead, a majority of these 
resources are spent towards time and money for litigation. Thus, enacting tort reform would 
lead to a variety of benefits including higher productivity rates and innovation for all jobs. 
 

How Industries Are Impacted by Excessive Tort Costs in Louisiana 
 

Industry Jobs Wages Output 

Construction (2,647) $(164,078,201) $(385,439,573) 
Manufacturing (637) $(49,821,541) $(481,779,999) 
Wholesaling (226) $(19,001,673) $(67,585,672) 
Retailing (773) $(26,835,103) $(73,961,645) 
Transportation and Communication (1,205) $(80,977,466) $(409,931,824) 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (2,685) $(96,820,638) $(644,735,064) 
Business and Personal Services (7,717) $(446,128,877) $(951,193,502) 
Travel and Entertainment (5,609) $(163,423,146) $(545,116,128) 
Other (1,050) $(69,797,259) $(306,862,787) 

Total (22,550) $(1,116,883,904) $(3,866,606,195) 

 


